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Relevance
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Participation and Inclusion

Impact

Sustainability

Transferability

TOTAL
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Project cASe: BeSt PrActiceS 

1. Title of the practice 
(name of the practice/programme/project)

2. Name of the organisation(s) 
(name of the organisation(s) which founded the practice)

3. Time-frame of the project 
(start date, end date (if any), duration of project)

4. Description of the practice 
(background of the practice, overview, theoretical background (if any), aims and values of the practice)

5. Target group(s)
(location of the target group(s) and target group’s characteristics)

6. Methodology(s)
(tactics and methodologies)
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Project cASe: BeSt PrActiceS 

7. Result(s)
(number of participants (if available) and concrete positive results of the practice)

8. Impact(s)
(positive impacts of the practice)

9. Challenge(s)
(faced challenges and upcoming challenges)

10. Benefits of the practice 
(with respect to the project CASE)

11. Additional information (optional)
(free space to add other aspects of the practice)

12. Required adjustment(s) to re-implement the practice internationally 
(adjustments and improvements required to the idea, if any)
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	Country: [Spain]
	Contact Details or Link: 
	Relevance: [         6]
	Critical_Thinking: [         7]
	Empowerment: [         7]
	Participate_Incl: [         7]
	Impact: [         6]
	Sustainability: [         8]
	Transferability: [         7]
	TOTAL: 48
	C: [ES]
	N: [04]
	Title of the Best Practice: Culture of Peace
	Organisation  Institution: Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
	Timeframe: Start Date:End Date:Duration:
	Project Description: The reality currently experienced by people with disabilities forces us, the teaching population, to approach the situation not from the perspective of the person-centred problem, but from the perspective of the problem itself. to approach the situation not from the perspective of the problem centred on the person, but rather on the sensitization of young people in order to promote respect for their rights, but to raise awareness among young people in order to promote respect for diversity from the point of view that we are all unique and unrepeatable beings. diversity from the point of view that we are all unique and unrepeatable beings.
	Target Groups: High school students
	Methodology: Recognize the importance of the characteristics that differentiate us as human beings, human beings.To reflect on the influence of stereotypes in our relationship with others. others.Welcome and introduction to the topicIn pairs, highlight the differences and similarities between the two people (physical, social, emotional),Reading of the reflection "the cracked pot".Plenary:What is the importance of being different?What characteristics do we look for in people to choose them as friends? Do we carry stereotypes about people?do we carry stereotypes about people with different characteristics from others (gender, ethnicity, disability)? gender, ethnicity, disability)?From when do we create these stereotypes?How do they influence my relationship with others?Materials: Physical space, reflection "The cracked pot".Human: Participation of young peopleFunctional: The 40-minute weekly time slot.Session No. 2Specific Objective:To understand the difficulties encountered by people with disabilities.Learning strategies:Welcome and review of the previous session.Exercise in pairs: One person will guide the other, who will play the role of a blind person.Reflection reading "Letter from a baby with a disability".Plenary:What did they think and feel when they were guided by other people?What difficulties will people with disabilities encounter on a social level?What can we do about it?Resources:Materials: Physical space, reflection "Letter from a baby with a disability".Human: Participation of the young people.Functional: The temporary space of 40 minutes per week.
	Results: Personal reflection
	Positive Impact: Self reflection about diversity
	Challenges: Language
	Benefits: Self-reflection towards improving societal cohesion
	Additional Information: 
	Adjustments: 


